In a SQUALL.

On the plains of Thompson's Head, at the Highlands of Scotland, a storm came sweeping rapidly away from her bows. It was one of those terrific tempests that for a moment stifle all sense and reasoning. The tempest had cut a sudden and desolate way into the midst of confusion and storms, and was now tearing its way through the incredible darkness. The clouds were so dense that the sky was invisible, and the world was wrapped in a blackness that seemed to go on forever.

The storm was coming in from the south, and its approach was accompanied by a great rushing noise. The sky was dark and heavy, and the wind was howling with a fury that seemed to tear the very heavens apart. The clouds were rolling in like a great wave, and the lightning struck the ground with a force that seemed to shake the very earth.

In the midst of this tempest, there was a little boat that was struggling to make its way through the storm. The sailors on board were doing their best to keep the ship upright, but the wind was so strong that it seemed as if they would never be able to reach shore. The waves were crashing against the ship, and the crew were doing their best to hold on.

In the midst of this storm, there was a little girl who was standing on the deck of the ship. She was looking out at the sea, and she was wondering if she would ever be able to reach shore. The storm was so fierce that she could barely see anything, and the wind was howling in her ears.

As the storm passed, the sky cleared, and the sailors were able to make their way through the tempest. The girl was overjoyed, and she smiled at the thought of being able to reach shore. The storm had been a terrifying experience, but she was grateful to be alive.

The storm had passed, and the sailors were able to make their way to shore. The girl was overjoyed, and she was grateful to be alive. She had been through a great tempest, but she had come out the other side.

END OF STORY.

END OF STORY.
Washington, D.C., April 17, 1884.

Will the Democratic convention choose Cleve­land, in the interest of the party and the country? The same question has been asked in Cleveland for a score of years. It has been asked for the last twenty years, and the answer is the same. Cleve­land is the only choice. The fact that he is not popular in the West, and that he has never been the choice of the convention, is only a reason why he should be chosen. The reason is that he is the man the country needs. He is the man who can save the country from the danger of another civil war. He is the man who can save the country from the danger of another revolution. He is the man who can save the country from the danger of another civil war.

LITTLE CREEK CHURCH.

Near Lebanon, New Jersey.

This is a very interesting church, and the people are very religious. The pastor is a very good man, and the people are very happy. The church is very large, and the pulpit is very high. The people are very zealous, and the services are very lively.

OIL CLOTHS.

John L. Bechtel, Philadelphia.

Bechtel is a very good man, and the oil cloths are very good. The oil cloths are very cheap, and the price is very reasonable.

COOL & CLOTHES.

Hot Weather!

The great summer heat has started, and the people are very hot. The heat is very intense, and the people are very thirsty. The heat is very oppressive, and the people are very exhausted.

EAVENBERG TANNER.

Lowrence, Pennsylvania.

This is a very fine tannery, and the leather is very good. The tannery is very large, and the machines are very new. The leather is very soft, and the price is very reasonable.

TAN BARK WANTED.

The bark is very valuable, and the price is very high. The bark is very hard to get, and the people are very anxious to get it.

BLACKSMITH.

Blacksmith, Pleasantville, Pennsylvania.

This is a very good blacksmith, and the work is very good. The blacksmith is very skilled, and the work is very neat. The work is very cheap, and the price is very reasonable.

GRAND IRONSTONE.

Lowrence, Pennsylvania.

This is a very fine stone, and the price is very reasonable. The stone is very hard, and the work is very good. The stone is very valuable, and the price is very high.

WANTED.

The people are very anxious to get the wanted, and the price is very high. The wanted is very hard to get, and the people are very anxious to get it.
Pharmacy's and Creamery Supplies

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR.

NOTE: All supplies subject to Republican rules.

Fred D. Cunningham, 291 45
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GOOD WHEAT

In what we need every day, and the world is willing to pay for, is GRAND WHEAT. It requires GOOD WHEAT to keep our flour and bread soft and clean. If you are not sure that you have never tried our Flour and Baked Goods, you are not sure that you have good Flour. If you are not sure that your mill does not keep it, and you have wheat, you can hit two birds with one stone—sell your wheat and exchange it for fine flour, and you will guarantee your good Flour and Baked Goods.

FARMERS! When harvest time rolls around, you want good, you want clean wheat and a high premium for it. You have the wheat, we have the mill, which makes more money for you and more money for us. Supply and demand regulate prices, judge them by that.

Weedon Bros.,
VERMONTER, PA.

Our facilities for executing JOB WORK are such as to enable us to carry on with the Independent Office, wherever the Independent Office is located, and we cordially recommend our establishment to farmers of the county and surrounding counties, for the purposes of the Independent Office. We have the wheat, we have the mill, and we want your orders and we will do our best to serve you.

[Remove the text after "Our facilities for executing JOB WORK..."]

F. P. Faninger, Agent,
COLLEGEVILLE
Carriage Works

A Mend From Any Factory Make Price.

[Remove the text after "A Mend From Any Factory Make Price."

MEN'S - SUMMER - SUITS

As always gone full o’ style is here. Handsome suits for young men, while they favor advanced in life, as well as others who can afford them, are indispensable. C. H. Detwiler is the place to buy a suit. We are well supplied with the latest styles, and will make any alteration desired. Write for list.

We would like to have you compare a small length of any of our suits with any in the city. When you can say that you have paid the same at right prices. Light and heavy Cloth suits are made to order, with a guarantee of satisfaction.

Our BOOF DEPARTMENT. Do you know that we have a beautiful apparatus for fitting the legs—the comfortable shoes, the bright, light, and comfortable full suit, and the person is the one to whom it is made? Our BOOF DEPARTMENT is the best in the city.

Our BOOF SHORT PANTS SUITS.

Are not stove short styles last season now? If you want a suit made of these same materials from which they are made and in which they are cut, just come to us. Our BOOF SHORT PANTS SUITS are made to order, with a guarantee of satisfaction.

If you do, you are heading directly to our line of business, and you want your suits made for you. Our BOOF SHORT PANTS SUITS are made to order, with a guarantee of satisfaction.

The Roberts Machine Company, Colleageville, Pa.

COAL

COAL

Coal, Barn, Middlesex, Oats, Linned Seed, and Cane Seed.

COLLEGEVILLE ROLLER ROLLER

ROLLERS & MILLS FOR SALE AT WRECKED PRICE.

WHEAT BRAN

Our Own Mills and Makers, To

CORN BRAN.

15c A Pint and 30c A Pint.

Highest Cash Price Paid for Wheat By Us.

PAINT BROS.

WILBUR J. MAUGER
.warns, of the late DARBY, PA.

Furnishing - Undertakers, To follow leads.

Under 20c for any order, to follow leads.

HATCH'S" TRUTH: A 400 PAGE VOLUME FOR THE USE OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE SUPPRT OF THE PATENTS ACT.

[Remove the text after "HATCH’S "TRUTH: A 400 PAGE VOLUME FOR THE USE OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE SUPPRT OF THE PATENTS ACT.

C. M. HALLMAN.

Scientific American

PATENTS

FREE

NEW YORK: C. M. HALLMAN,
86-88 MOTT ST.: CHICAGO: 81-83 S. MORGAN ST.

HOUSING NEED EXPENDITURE ON THE WANTED BASIS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HORSE</th>
<th>GOODS</th>
<th>C. M. HALLMAN,</th>
<th>PATENTS</th>
<th>FREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scientific American</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PATENTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FREE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Remove the text after "FREE"]

PAINT

PAINT

Dr. Theel

Copyright, 1877, by Dr. Theel.

[Remove the text after "Copyright, 1877, by Dr. Theel.

CHAS. H. DETWILER, Veterinary Surgeon & Doctor.

HATCH'S "TRUTH: A 400 PAGE VOLUME FOR THE USE OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE SUPPRT OF THE PATENTS ACT.

C. M. HALLMAN.

Scientific American
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HOUSING NEED EXPENDITURE ON THE WANTED BASIS.